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Fibrations on cyclic coverings of the projective plane

Hiroyasu TSUCHIHASHI

Introduction

Let G be a finite group. We call a Galois covering whose covering transformation group
is isomorphic to G, a C-covering. Let r and n be integers greater than 1. Let A : Y - P2

be a Z.-covering of the projeetive plane ramifying along a curve (f) of degree n. ln
this paper, we study how maxxy fibrations Y has and what singular fibers appear on
those fibrations. Here we call a holomorphic map from Y onto a curve whose fibers are
cennected, a fibration on Y. We note that if (f) is irreducible, then n is a multiple of
r aftd Y is bihelomgrphic to Xf,,, because Hi(P2 X (f), Z) me Z. (see Prepesitien l.3 in

Chaptex 4 gf [l]). Here Xf,. i$ the s"bvaiiety defiRed by Cr - fÅqzg,zi,i2) = g iR the
total space of a liRe buRd}e ovew P2 of degtee s := n/er. ts additioR if n == r, theR Y is
biholomorphic to the hypersurface of P3 defiRed by z3' - f(xo, zi, z2) = g. First, we give

an example of fibrations on JYf,.. Assume that n is a multiple of r, let X = Xf,. and let

7r : X - P2 be the projection. Then T is a Z.-covering and there exist an element f of
NO(X,T'O(s)) and a generator cr of Gal(X/P2) satisfying f' me rr'f and u'f = pf, where
p me exp(2Tv'Ti/r). Let m, pu and q be positive integers satisfying rn ) s and p+q rm r.

A$sume that there exist homogenous polynomials go, gi, g2 and h of degree m, mp, mq
and m - s, respectively, of .7.o, xi, x2 satisfying

                   fhr = g,r -y gs2 and (ge) fi (gD fl (g2) =e•

For a $ubset f := {ii, i2, . . . , ip} oÅí {l, 2, . . . , r} with I4 = p, we define a meromerphic map

ipi : X - Pi oRto Pi by ((7r"go - piifT'h)(7r'go - pi2frr"h) • • - (7r'go - pipf7;'h), 7y"gD. In

Section 1, we prove the following.

Theorem 1. Ifgi

-e-e-tn-1

g-1
((g2)) (

and g2

ipi-i(o)

are reduced,

-----/

then ipi is a holomorphjc map.

(T*go - pii fNrr'h) ip7i(oo)

tvx

) g-l((gi))

l3g
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   The above theorem shows that if (f) is the Fermat curve (zo" + zr + z,"), then X has
3((Z) (:) + (2",) (5) + ''' + (.i2"-,) (,fii) + (.72) (,72)/2) or 3((?) (I) + (,",) (5) + ••• +

 (.-",)12)((.-'ol2)) fibrations, accordingly as r is even or odd, because there exist (,"p)(
e,a.ir.s;,,f.po.ixns,Iei2},s,g,iR.".d,g2,,o8,dp,ig,e%,sp,,ew.szp.h.r2s,2g,cli\gLyfi}a,`',s.,fy.i"g,gs21..=,

i.e., all fibers ipi-i(t) are connected, and the genus of generic fibers of ipi is equal to

mpq(n - n/r - 3)/2 + 1 (Proposition 7). In particular, when h is a constant and p = 1,
it is equal to n(r - 1)(n - n/r - 3)/(2r) + 1. Conversely, we show at the end of Section 1
that when n - n/r År 3, any fibration di : X . Pi on X the genus of whose generic fibers

is equal to n(r - 1)(n - n/r - 3)/(2r) + 1, coincides with one of the holomorphic maps
ip{i} in Theorem 1 for certain polynomials go, gi and g2 of degree n/r, n/r and n(r - 1)/r,

respectively, satisfying f = 96 +9i92•
   We can see the structure of ipii(O) and ip7i(oo), which consist of parts of the irreducible

components of Tmi((g2)) and T-i((gi)), respectively. For example, if h == 1, go = zo and
gi = zi (f = z6 + zig2), then ipi,l(O) is biholomorphic to the curve (g2) of degree r - 1

and ipiil(oo) consists of r - 1 rational curves meeting at a point. On the other hand, if

r is even, h = zo, go = ziz2, gi = -z6 - zr and g2 = z6 + z5 (-f = z6 + zi + z2r),                                                                      then
ipJ-i(O) and ipii(oo) consist of r2/2 rational curves. In particular, when r = 4, ipi is an
elliptic fibration and ipiii,2}(O), ipbl2}(oo) are singular fibers of type Is. Moreover, when

h is a constant, p == 1 and (f) is non-singular, ipii;(t) are biholomorphic to the curves

(((go - tgi)r - (go' + gig2))/gi) for t E C. Hence in this case we can see what singular
fibers appear on the fibrations ip{i}, besides ipi}(O) and ipiil(oo).

   In the case that m = 1 and n =r == 2, (f) is a smooth conic and the images
(g2 + 2tgo - t2gi) under T of the fibers ipiii} (t) of ip{i} are tangents of (f). Moreover, then

X is biholomorphic to Pi Å~ Pi. Let pa : Z --År P2 be a holomorphic map from a compact
analytic space Z onto P2 and let (rdf) = 2S•..i ciDi. Then there exists a double covering

Y --År Z ramifying along ÅíqÅë2z D,. and pa induces a surjective holomorphic map from Y
to X c! Pi Å~ Pi. Hence Y has fibrations. Conversely, we have:

   Theorem 2. Let A : Y - Z be a double covering of a compact analytic space
Z. Assume that there exjst a surjective holomorphic map ip : Y . B from Y to a
curve B and no surjective holomorphic maps from Z to curves. Then there exists a
sury'ectjve holomorphic map pa : Z -ÅÄ P2 satisfying pa(AA) = (zo2 + ziz2) and the following

commutative diagram holds, where AA is the branch locus ofA and p is the projection.

 B
ip T

 Y
Ai
 z

  Pi
   Tp
plÅ~pl
   tT
  P2

D

)

(diagonal)

    t
(zo2 + ziz2)

    (CO,Ci)

      T
((Co, Ci), (epo, ni))

      i
(Coni + Cino, -2Cono, 2&ni)

   In Section 2, we prove the above theorem. The images under the composite uoA of
the connected components of the fibers of ip are tangents of the conic (zo2 + ziz2). Hence
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the pull-backs urider pa of generic tangents ef (xo2 + ziz2) are irreducible, if and only if the

fibers of the composite Y -feÅr B - Pi are connected, i.e., ip is a fibration and B fy Pi.

   Corollary 3. Let A : Y . P?V be a doubje covering of the projective space
dimension N greater than 2. Then there exist no surjective holomorphic maps from Y

curves.

of
to

   Coroiiary 4. Let n be an even numaber and let A : Y - P2 be a double covering of the

projectjve plane ramifying along a curve (f) of degree n. IfY has a fibration, then there
exist polynomials go, gi, g2 ofdegree m and h of degree m- n/2 satisfying fh2 =rm gg +gig2
and (go) fi (gi) fi Åqs2) = e-

   If 7n : n/2, i.e., h is a constant, then the holomorphic map pa : P2 - P2 defined by
(ge, gi, g2) dee$ kot ramify aloxg t}ie conic (ig2 +ziz2) aRd hence tke pgll-backs L "Rder Li

of generic tangents of (zo2 + xiz2) are non-singular. en the other hand, if m År n/2, thema

pa ramifies along (uro"' + ziz2) and hence L have singularities. When (f) and (h) have no

common irreducible components, and (h) is reduced, L have (m-n/2)m/2 nedes, because
deg(ge) : m2 and L are taRgent te (f) at mn/2 points. For example, }f sc = xg -Y zg2ziz2 -}-
z?z22, gi ww -z2 and g2 = z2`, then go2 +gig2 == zo2 (zo6 + 2z,`xig2 +3z,2x?z,2 +2z?x,3) and the

pull-back (2z,` + 2zo2ziz2 + 2x?z22 - c4 - c-'z2`) of a generic tangent (2xo + czi - ceiz2) of

the conic Åqzc2 -f- zix2) uRder the ho}omorphic map defiRed by (gg,gi,g2), is ak irreducible
quartic curve with two nodes at (O, 1, drcV2).

   In Section 3, applying the above corollary, we calculate the number of the fibrations
on a double covering Y of P2 ramifying along a quartic curve (f) with only nodes as
si#gglarities. Wken ?z = 4, for aRy fibratioR ek Y, the holemorpkic map ge in Theerexx}
2 i's obtained by quadratics go, gi and g2 satisfying f = go2 + gig2, i.e., the pull-backs of

tangents of (zo2 +zix2) under pa are quadrics (Proposition 12), In particular, when f is the

product of two quadratics, we can write those quadratlcs gc, gi and g2 exp}icitly. On the
ether hand, if the curve (f) has two bitafigents Li altd L2, thefi Y has a fibratioll with a
fiber F semtisfying [Y - P2](.F') = Li + L2 (Proposition 13), i.e., there exist quadratics go,

gi and g2 satisfying f == go2 +gig2 and (gi) = Li +L2. Moreover, any fibration on Y has at

mgst six fibeys wkose images undeSke coverli]Lg map Y -F P2 co#sist of two bitaftgeRts of

(f). Hence Y has many fibrations for a generic quartic curve (f). Therefore, ZÅëcoverings
of P2 ramifying along (f) also have many fibrations induced from those on Y, besides

those obtained by Theorem 2. IR Section 4, we examiRe what $iBgu}ar fibers appear on
those fibrations. For examp}e, if f = xt3z? ÅÄ z?z22 + z22zo2, then the minima} reso}utieR of

Y has an elliptic fibration with three singular fibers of type I5, which is induced from the
holomorphic map (."o2, -ie2 - z?, z,2 + z22) : P2 --, P2 (see Examples 3 and 6).

1 Proof of Theorem 1
We contimue to use the notation in Introduction. Let C and D be the curves on P2 defined

by g2 = O and gi ue O, respectively.
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  Lemma 5. For each irreducible cDmpoRent e' (resp. D'] ofC (resp. D), the nvmber
of the irreducjble components ofn-'(C') (resp. rr-i(D')) is equal to r,

  Preef. Note that (7;'ge -- f7T'h) (7;'gc - pf-"x'h) +•• (rr'gg - "r-ifN7r'h) =: -7y'(gs2)

(E He(X, rr'O(mr))) has O of order 1 aiong T-i(U'). Let C6 be ap lrreducible component
of T-i(C'). Then thgrnye exist$ an integer 2 such that (r"go - p'f7r"h) has O along C6.
HeRce (cri)"(rr'gg - p'f7g*h) : 7r"gg - pi'+`f7r'h has g along ff-iC6 for eaeh i. 'I['herefeTe,

  Let Ci (resp. Di) be the sum of the irreducible components of T-i(C) (resp. 7r-i(D))
coRtaiRed !x (7;'go - pif7g'h). [['heR timbi(Ci) =: Ci (yesp. g`-i(D" ww DD aitd rr-i(C) =

Ci + C2 +''' + C, (resp. Tmai(D) = Di + D2 + ••• + D.).

Lemma 6. Ci fi P2 = Åë, if i 4 2' •

  ProoÅí Ci n Dti (: (T'go - pifT'h) n (T'go - p"fT'h) c (T*go). On the other hand,
Ui c (r'g2) and Dj c (T'gi). Hence Ci n Dj C (rr'go)n(7r"gi) fi (T'g2) = e. rm

  Since (T*go-pifu'h) -mm C, + D, and (-'gi) = Di +D2 +••-+ D., we see that
ip7i (O) =: Oi, + Ci, +• • • + Ci, and ip i- i(oo) = Dh + Dj, +• • • + Dj,, where {1'i, 2'2, . . . , j'g} xe

{1,2,...,r}XI (see the figure iR IRtrodnction). Heitce we see by the above }emema that
the meromerphic map Åëi : X - Pi is he}omorphic. In the fo}lowing, we ex&mine the
structure of ipi-i(O) and ip7i(oo). First, we consider the case that m = s, i,e., h is

a constant. Let x be a point in CX (f) and let --i(x) = {xi,xt2,...,x,}. Then xi
                                                              tNi$ cog#ained in okly gRe amoxg Ci, C2, ..., C., becag$e Cj c (7r'ge - p?fx'h) imd
(T'go - p7'fT'h) n (7r'go - phf7r'h) c (7r'f), if 2' yC k. Conversely, Cp• contains only one
in {xi, x2, . . . , xr }, because if x'i E CJ• , then aj ww kxi E {xi, x2, . . . , ct.} A Ck . Hence the

restrictioxx 7ric, ; Ci ---, C of 7r to C"s ene to one. For example, if f == zE+zl +xS, ge == zo,
.gi = zi - Ez2 aRd g2 = (zi -- E3 z2) • • • (zi - c2r ww le2), where E = exp(27r Nrl /2r), then

ipii}(O) = Ci and ipUi}(oo) = D2 + D3 + -•• + Dr consist of r- 1 rational curve$ meeting

at a point. While if n == r =rm 4, go = zo, gi = x2i + V=irzt22 and g2 xe z? - F1222, then
Åë{i,2} is axx elliptic fi})ratioit aitd ipii,,}(e) = Ci di C2, ipi,l2}(oo) = P.3 ÅÄ b4 are siRg#lar

fibers of type I4.

Åëii}(o) ipii}(oo)

Cl
Dl
    iikE/}1Åq{/=MArtil

Åëik}(g)

7r mei ((22 -lbe 22))

ijiis(oo)

,f2L21gD

  C2

::,,{Il:sD3
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Next, we consider the case that h is not a constant. As we see in the above, the restriction

7rEc,x(T.h) : CA (7r"h) - CX (h) of 7r to Ci X(7r'h) is one to one. Let x be a point in
(h)n(go) fiCÅ~(f). Then Ci contains all points in T-i(x), because Ci == (T*go -pifT'h)n

T-i (C). Hence Ci and CJ• cross each other at all points in T-i(x). For example, if
n = r = 4, -f == zo` + zt + zi h = zo, go = ziz2, gi = -zo` - zf and g2 == z,` + z,`, then

(h) n (go) nC = {(O, 1,O)}. Hence we see that iptt,}(O) = Ci + C2, ipct2}(oo) = D3 + D4

are singular fibers of type Is and that ipiil3}(O) = Ci+C3, ipi,l3}(oo) = D2+D4 are disjoint

union of two singular fibers of type I4.

  / T-i((O, 1, O))x

XT-i((O,1 O))

T-i ((zo` + Z

m-. Cl C3

   Proposition 7. If ipi'(O) or Åëii(cx)) is connected, then all the fibers of ipi are con-

nected and the genus of generjc fibers of dii is equal to mpq(n - n/r - 3)/2 + 1.

   ProoÅí Since ipI'(O) and ipi'(oo) are reduced, ip,-i(t) are connected for all t in P'.
First, we consider the case that H := {7 E Gal(X/P2)iipi7 = ipi} = 1. Let F = ipIi(t) be

a generic fiber of ipi. Then ((T'go -p`ifT'h)(T'go-pi2f7rth) • • • (T'go-pipNfT'h)-t7r'gi) =

F+ Di, + Di, +••• + Di,. Hence 2;•=-o' ai((T'go - piifT'h)(T'go - pi2fT'h) ••• (T'go -

p`pfT'h) - tT'gi) = T'i(r(F)) +p(Di + D2 + • • • + D.). Therefore, the degree d of T(F)
is equal to mpr - deg(gi)p = mpq. On the other hand, Eis,.js.(aiF)(ajF) = rd2/2,
because (a,F)2 =O and (E;,-.oi aZF)2 = rd2. Hence the number of the nodes of T(F) is

equal to (rd2/2 - sd(r,))/r = d(d - sr + s)/2, because T(F) is tangent to (f) of order r

at nd/r = sd points. Therefore, the genus of T(F) is equal to (d - 1)(d-2)/2 - d(d-
sr + s)/2 =:= d(sr - s - 3)/2 + 1. Also in the case that H f 1, we obtain the same result,

using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. O
   In the case that n = mr and p == 1, we can see what singular fibers appear on the
fibration ip{i} besides ipii}(O) and ipfii}(oo).

   Proposition 8. Whenp = 1, the iniages T(F) offibers F = ipii}(t) ofip{i} are defined

by ((go -tgi)r - (g6 +gig2))/gi = O. In addition, ifh is a constant and (f) is non-singular,
then the restrictions TIF : F - T(F) ofT to F is biholomorphic for anyt in C = PiX{oc}.

   Proof. As we see in the proof of the above proposition, T(F) +D is defined by
H:-.-.o'(go - tgi - pifh) E (go - tgi)" - (y5 + gig2) = O. When h is a constant, the
restrictions TIFx.-i((f)) : FÅ~ T-'((f)) - T(F) X (f) of T to FXr-i((f)) are one to one
and locally biholomorphic. Moreover, for each point x in -(F) n (f) the inverse images
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Tl-Fi (x) under the restrictions TtF consist of one point and 7r(,Pi) is non-singular at x, if (f)

is non-sjngular, because f = (go - tgi)' +gig' and (go - tgi)(x) = O, where g' is a defining

   Example 1. Let n =: r= 4, let p= 1, let go = zo, let gi = zi -cz2 and let
g2 = (zl + zS)/gi, where E = exp(2TA/8). Recall that ip{i} is an elliptic fibration and
that diti} (O) and ipbi} (oo) are singular fibers of type IV. Let t be any point in C with t8 = 1.

Then we see by an easy calculation that (((zo - t(zi - Ez2))4 - (zo4 + z2 + z2`))/(zi - Ez2))

consists of the line (zo - tzi) (resp. (zo + tEz2)) and a conic crossing at two points, if
t4 = -1 (resp. 1). Hence ipii}(t) is a singular fiber of type I2.

   In the following, we show that any fibration on X the genus of whose generic fibers is
equal to n(r - 1)(n - n/r - 3)/(2r) + 1, coincides with one of holomorphic maps ip{i} in

Theorem 1.

   Proposition 9. Let ip : X --År B be a fibration on X and Iet F be a generic fiber of ip.

Assun]e that n - n/r - 3 År O. Then

                       g(F) 2 n' i,i (n -?- 3) + i.

The eguality holds if and only if H := {T E Gal(X/P2)1ipT == ip} = 1 and deg(T(F)) =
n(r - 1)/r. Moreover, then T(F) is non-singular.

   ProoÅí First, we note that TF is a fiber of ip, if and only if T is in H for each element
T in Gal(X/P2), because each point in T-'((f)) is a fixed point of T and T-'((f))17 År O.

Let X' = X/H, let q : X - X' be the quotient map and let T' : X' - P2 be the
holomorphic map satisfying T' o q =: T. Then there exists a fibration ip' : X' - B on
X' with ip' og = ip. Let d be the degree of T(F) and let r' = r/IHI (= IGal(X'/P2)1).
Then T(F) is tangent to (f) of order r' at dn/r' points, because q(F) crosses (T')m'((f))
normally. Let (f) nT(I7) == {xi,x2,...,x'd./,t}. Then xj may be a cusp of T(F) for each
2'• Let a(x2') = 2:l igÅq,•-Åq., tio•, if (7')iq(F) are tangent to (T')j'q(F) at (T')-i(xj) of order

tij, where T' is a generator of Gal(X'/P2). Then the number of the nodes on T(F) is
equal to (d2r' - Z,d"=f," a(x,))/(2r')(S (d2 - dn(r' - 1)/r')/2). Hence d l}il n(r' - 1)/r' and

the equality holds only if 5(x]•) :== r'(r' - 1), i.e., T(F) is non-singular at xj for all ]'. Let

(zo, zi) and (Zo, Zi) be Iocal coordinate systems on neighborhoods U and V of xj and
(7r')-1(xj-), respectively, satisfying (7T(v)*zo = Zo", (Tiv)'zl == Zl, zo(xl-) == zl(xo•) == O and

(f) n U == (zo). Then there exists a holomorphic function h(Zo) such that q(F) n V is
defined by Zi - h(Zo) = O. Since 7' is a generator of Gal(X'/P2), we see that (T')'Zo =
pZo, where p is a primitive rLth root of the unit. Let G(Zo, Zi) = H2',i(Zi - h(piZo)).
Then (T')-'(T(F))(= 2:•.'.-,i(7')iq(F)) and r(F) are locally defined by G(Zo, Zi) == O and

g(zo,zi) = O, respectively, where g is the holomorphic function satisfying G(Zo, Zi) =
g(Z,',Zi). Hence a(xj) == dimcC[[Zo,Zi]]/(G,Gz,) == r'dimcC[[zo,z"]/(g,g.,). Let
a(xJ') = dimc C[[zo, zi]]/(g, g.,) - r' + 1. Since g(O, zi) == zr,', the genus of q(F) is equal
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to
(d - 1)(d - 2) d2 - xSk'Cr' a(

xl• )/rt    dnlr'

 -2
   1'=1

= r/rt

.(xD d(n - n/r' - 3)

2

(see Theorem 2.1.9
(7r')-i((f) fi 7;(FÅr),

2g(F) - 2

in [2]).

2

Since

   r
== 7,(2g(g(F))-

   gr,(.ww7---3)

deg(q)

    dn
2) ÅÄ 7,

     n  År
  - (rt)2

2

and

2

qlF ramifies

(;, - i) - f,d(n- 2,

 (r' - 1)r (n - isn - 3) .

-
 3)

+1

at dn/if

  gr
ÅÄ-  rl

(n
rf

pomts m

-
3)

On the other hand, (r' - 1)/(r')2 ) (r - 1)/r2 and the equality holds if and only if r' ww r,

because 2 g r' S r. Now assume that the equality of the imequality in the propositioxx
holds. Then r == r' and d ww n(r - 1)/r. Hence 7r(F) has mo nodes and is non-singular at

xj• for alli TherefoTe, 7r(.F') is non-singular. rm

   Theerem M Le# di : X . B be a fibratiox oR X. Assume Skat n- nfr - 3 År O
axxd tkat tke eqgaiity of the inequality iR Ske abgve propositioR kojds. Thell tkere exfsS
homogellous polyllemials ge, g2 alld g2 of degree n/r, n/r and n(r - 1)/r, respectively,

satisfying f = g6 + gig2, and di == e o di{i} for an integer i and for a biholomorphic map
e : Pi --+ B, where ip{i} are the holomorphic maps in Theorem 1 for these polynomials go,

gl, 92•

   ProoÅí Let F be a generic fiber of ip, let D =• T(F) and let g2 be a defining equation of

D. Then deg(g2) = n(r - 1)/r by the above proposition. Hence there exists the following
short exact sequence of sheaves for each positive integer k.

g-op2
Since Hi(P2, Op2 (fo

(k R
r

n
r

(r -
l))

# --- g(r - i))) == o,

o - r(p2, Op2 (k n
r

n
r

(r - 1)))

-OP2(k n
r
) -

År OD (k n
r
) -g

we have the following exact sequence.

 * g2 F(p2, OP2(k n
r

))  i'

-- )F F(D,OD(k n
r

)) -o
Here the second arrow g2" sends g to g2g. Since D is norm--sing"ular, the restriction rlF :

F -+ D of r to F is biholomorphic. Hence there exists axi element f' in r(D, OD (n/r))
with Tl'.f' = AF. Then (f')r me i"(f) and there exists an element ge in r(P2,Op2 (n/r))
with i'Åqge) = f', by the above exact seqtteRce fer k xx 1. Since i'(f - ggr) == g, there
exists aR e}emegt g"R r(P2,Op2 ('n/r)) wi#b g2"(gD : f - g6, agaiR by tke above exact
sequeBce for k' = r. On the other }}aR(l, the fiber 4}I,l(g) of ip{,} ever e is ait irreducible

component of 7F-i(D) for each i. HeRce ipi,i}(O) = F for axx integer i. [Fhen ip == eo ip{,}

forabiholomorphic map e: Pi -" B. nm
   Let n = r.
1)(n-4)/2+1

 If X has a fibration the genus of whose gerieric fibers is equal to (n -
, then there exists a line tangent to (f) of order n at a point, by the above
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theorem. CoRversely, if there exists snch a }iRe (gi), theB we see in a way similar to the

proof of the above theorem that there exist homogenous polynomials go and g2 $atisfying
f = ge" +gzg2. Thus we see that the number of fihrations on X the genus of whose generic
fiber$ is equako (n - l)(n - 4)/2 ÅÄ 1, is eguako n times ehe Rgmber ef gRes taRgeRt to
(f) of order n at a point.

2 Preef ef Theorem 2
Since there exists a surjective holomorphic
B == Pi. Let g be the generator ef Ga}(Y/Z).

map from B to Pi, we may a:ssume that

Lemma 11. y :-- (ip, ipa) :Y --+ Pl Å~ pl is a surjectivff holomorphic map,

  Preef. By tke Steii]L factorizatioit theoreg}, tkere exist a surjective hc}omerphic m&p
ip : Y - B whose fibers are connected and a hnite holomorphic map e : B el Pi with
eo ip'V = ip. Suppose that ipN (cr(ipA'-i(to))) is a point for a poiiit to in g. Then ipA' (cr(ipN-'(t)))

a[re also points for all point•s t in B, because a(ipmui(to))g(ip-"'i(t)År = O. Hence the following

cemmutative diagram holds.
                             y -g. y
                            ipl lip
                             fi -l4" g

Then there exists a surjective holomorphic map from Z ua' Y/ÅqaÅr to the curve B/Åqa'År.
Hence ip(a(ip-i(t))) : B for all points t in B. Therefore udw -- (ip, ipcr) ; Y - B Å~ B is
surjective. Sikce (S,e) : B Å~ B - Pi Å~ Pi }$ serjective, y sc (e, g) oY is alsc surjective. ll

  The following commutative diagram holds.

                        y llt-, pi xpi ) Åqg, nj

                        ia i i
                        y --Knt, pixPi ) (op,C)

Hekce tke fo}lgwing a}sc kokis.

                 y -.e im, pi x pi ((eo, ei ), (no, ni ))

                 tA i J
                 z -tk-År p2 (eelkÅÄC2ne,-2Cggg,2&nD

The map pa is surjective, by the above lemma. Since AA :=: A({y
pa(AA) == [pi Å~ pi --" P2]((Coni - Cino)) = (wg +wiw2)-

E YIa(ly) = y}),

3 Fibr at ions on double coverings of P2 ramifying along

    quartic curves

Let f be areduced homogenous polynomial of xo, zi, z2 of de.qree 4. Let Y =Xf,4 and
let A : Y --År P2 be the projection. Then Y' is biholomorphic to the hypersurface of P2
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defined by z34 - f(zo, zi, z2) = O and A is a Z4-covering ramifying along each irreducible

component of the curve C :== (f) with the ramification index 4. Let Ai : X - P2 be
a double covering ramifying along the curve C. Then there exists a holomorphic map
A2 : Y - X satisfying A == Ai o A2, which is a double covering ramifying along Ai'(C). If

X has a fibration ip : X - B, then the base space B is a rational curve, because X is a
rational surface. Hence we may assume that fibers of the composite X - Pi Å~ Pi -- Pi

in Theorem 2 are connected. Then the pull-backs under p of generic tangents of the conic
(w3 + wiw2) are irreducible.

   Proposition 12. Assurne that X has a fibration ip : X - B• Let pa = (go,gi,g2) :
P2 - P2 be the holomorphic map in Theorem 2 satisfying T o (ip, ipa) = pa o Ai, where
ÅqaÅr = Gal(X/P2). if the puU-backs under pa ofgeneric tangents of the conic (wo2 +wiw2)

are irreducible, then go, gi, g2 are quadratics.

   ProoÅí Since the restriction of the canonical divisor of Y to YXA-i(Sing(C)) is trivial,

generic fibers of ip o A2 are elliptic curves. Let 17 be a generic fiber of ip. Then l7 crosses
Aii(C) normally. Hence the restriction A21A,-i(F) : A2-i(F) . F of the double covering

A2 to A,-i(F) ramifies at Fn Ari(C). Since A2-'(.F) is an elliptic curve, A2tA,-i(F) ramifies

at 4 points, because the ramification index of A2 along Aii(C) is equal to 2. Namely, F
crosses Aii(C) at 4 points. Hence Ai(F) is tangent to C at 4 points. Therefore, Ai(.P')

is a quadric, because C is a quartic curve. On the other hand, Ai(F) is the pull-back
of a tangent of the conic (wg + wiw2) under the holomorphic map defined by (go, gi, g2).

Hence go, gi, g2 are quadratics. D
   When C
fibration, i.e.

Åë.

is a generic quartic curve, we see by the following proposition that X has a
, there exist quadratics go, gi, g2 satisfying f = go2+gig2 and (go)n(gi)n(g2) ==

   Proposition 13. Let Li
exist exactly two fibrations ip

and L2 be
:X -, pl

bitangents of the quartic curve C. Then
with a fiber F satisfying Ai(F) = Li + L2•

there

   ProoÅí Since Li are simply connected and the restrictions of Ai to Afi(Li) are un-
ramified, Aii(Li) consist of two irreducible components. Let Aii(Li) = L,+• + L,-• . Since
L,'• Li = 2 and (L,'• +L,-)2 == 2, we see that (Li )2 = -1. We may assume that L;L2' År O,

because (Lt + Li)(L2' + L2-) = 2. Then LtLl = LiL,- -- 1 and LtL,- = LiLl == O.
Hence X has two fibrations with L; + L; as a fiber. On the other hand, we easily see
that there does not exist a fibration with F = Lf + Li Lt + Li + L2Å} or LS + Ll + L2-

CX 'x.
     x Å~

HL"
-

./ -
"

Z2
Åq---

4 LI
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   Let Li, L2, L3 and L4 be bitangents of C. Then we see by Theorem 2 and Proposition
12 that there exists a fibration ip on X wjth fibers .ll7i and .E2 satisfying Ai(Fi) = ni +L2
and Ai(l72) == L3 + L4, if and only if there exists a holomorphic map pa : P2 --År P2
such that p(Li + L2) and pa(L3 + L4) are tangents of the conic (wg + wiu]2) axxd that
;s'(wg -l- wiw2) = (f), i.e., theye exi$t qgadratic$ gc, gi aRd g2 satisfyiRg (g" =: Li + L2,

(g2) rm L3+L4, f = go2+gig2 and (go)n(gi)fi(g2) : Åë. Fer example, (z,`+zf+z,`) has four
bitangents (zoÅ}zi Å} x2). Since (zo2 +x22 +z22)2 + (zo +xi +z2)(zo +xi -- z2)(zo - zi + x2)(zo -

zi - z2) == 2(zo` + zt + .bl.t,4), if f = z,` + xf + z24, then X has a fibratioxx with fibers .FTi and F2

satisfying Ai(Fi) == (zo+xi +z2)+(zo -t- zi -z2) and Ai(F2) = (ze -xi +z2)+(zo - ;cri - z2)-

   Propositlen 14. het Li, L2, L3 and L4 be biSangents ofC. As$ume tkat tkere exists
a fibration ip : X --. Pi on X with fibers Fi and JPT2 satisfying Ai(Fi) = Li + L2 and
Ai(F2) mm L3 + L4. Then there also exists a fibration th : X - Pi with fibers Gi and
G2 sattisfying Ai(Gi) rm Li + L3 ancl Ai(G2) == L2 + L4. Moreover, if there extist other
bitangents Ls, L6 ofC and a fiber F3 ofÅë satisfying AiÅqF3) == Ls -y ll6, SheR ally irreducible

componellt ofXi-i(Ls) does llot contained in a Eher efth.

   ProoÅí Let Afi(Li) = Li +Li (1 mÅq i mÅq 6) and assume that Li' +Li, L3"nv +L4'
and Lg + Lg are fibems of ip. Then LtL3- = L2-L4" ww- 1 and LtLi -wy L;Lt = L3wwL2- =
L3-L4" ww- O. Hence (L"+L3-)2 = (Li -t- L4')2 = (Lt"L3-)(L,- +L2) = O. Therefore, there
exists a fibraticR zb : X ---År P} with Lt ÅÄL3- axd L2- +L4' as fibers. SiRce (Lt +L3ww)Ls' =
(Lt -F L3ww)Ls- = 1, none ofthe irreducible components Lg and Ls- of AiiÅqLs) are coxxtained

   In the following, we consider how many fibratioxxs X has, restricting ourselve$ to the
case ehat C hgs oi}ly Rodes es siRgglarkies. Let {pi,p2,...,pg} be the set of Rodes of
C. Let w : X-V  - X be the minimal resolutioR of X and let (Ai o cr)-i(pi) = Ei, fl]heR
we easily see that x(XN ) = 10 and that, Ei are non-singular ratiormal curves with the self-

intersection number -2.

   Remark Theye may be fibyatioms on X which are not pu}}-backs of those on X,
at least oiie ef Ei, E2, . . . aRd Eg is ftut contaii}ed ix} a fiber of which.

Le.,

   Lemma 15. Assumae that C has oniy nodes as singularities. Let ip : X - Pi be a
fibration on X. Then the image of any fiber of ip uncler Ai is one of the following.

   (V a smooth conic taRgellt to C of eveR order at smooth points of C
   (ii) #we Exes taugent to C ofevell order at su2eoSk poiRts ofC
   (iii) two iines passing through onw and the sarae node ofC and tangent to C oforder
2 at a smaooth point of C (or tangent to one branch of C of order 3 at the node)

   (iv) a line passing through two nodes ofC

   PreoÅí Let F be a fiber cf ip 3kd }et jl]i, I72, ..., F, be the irreducib}e cempcneRts cf

F. Suppose that uFi : Fi for an irrredttcible component Fi of F, where ff is the gener-
ator of Gal(X/P2). Then .Fi is contained in a fiber of each of two fibrations ip and ipa.
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Hence the image of Fi under the map y = (ip, dicr) is a point. Therefore, that under the
composite T o u = pa o Ai is also a point, where vr ; Pi Å~ Pi --" P2 and pa : P2 ----År P2

are the maps in Theorem 2. However, p and Ai are finite maps, a contradiction. Hence
gFi pt Fi. Let M nd- Ai(F). Thelt M is a qttadric by PropositioR l2. Hence M
ceR$i$ts of a smootk conic, twe lines er a deub}e hee. TkeTefore, tke Bgmber s of the
irreducible components of F is equal to i or 2. 0n the other hand, if M passes through
nodes pi,, pi,, ... and pi, of C, then zv"i(F) = ciJtwgei +•••+ c3i's + diEi, +•••+dleEi,,

which is a fiber of the fibration ip ow on X, where Fj are the proper transforma-
tions of Fj under w and ei, dj are positive numbers such that F = ci4 + ••• + csFs.

C - A(F), ,}"

b}ow up
 tw

o - 1

--•-•--- crF

Z2

- 2

exceptional set of
resolutions of X,

Z2

Y
- 2

- 2

1 l

+--

o

l

l

Z2

- 1
-"-"-----

---"-----

2    -l
---------

--I-t-t--

Z2
de

- 2

- 2

Z2
/
Z2

- 4

::

- 1 - 4

x.

l
I

l

1--------"-------tJ
Itllltll------"ttl-

d--

tv

   First, we consider the case that M consists of a srnooth conic. Since Afi(M) consists

of two curves, M is tangent to C of even order. We see by an easy c,alculation that the
self-intersection number of the proper transformation of F under w is equal to O, even if
M passes t}xoggh #odes ef C. Hence if M passes througk gt }east oite Rode of C, tl}eg F
can not, be a fiber of ip.

   Next, let L be a }ine tangent to C of odd order at a point of C. Then Ari(L) is
irreducible and aAri(L) = Afi(L). Hence L can not be an irreducible component of IVI.
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Let L be a }ine taxxgent to C of evefi erder. 'l)hen AIi(L) coi}sists cf two curves, the proper

transformation Lo of each of which under iv has the self-intersection number -1, even if
L passes through nodes of C (see the figures above). Moreover, if L passes through a node

pi, theR lg iRtersect Ei at a poiRt. Hence if M eonsists of a gRe, tkeit M pas$es through

exactly two nodes of C. Whiie, if M consists of two lines, then both ame bitangents of C
which do not pass through nodes of C or both pass through one and the same mode of C.

                                                                         !l

   Let M be a smooth conic tangent to C of even order and passing through nodes pi,,
pi2, • • •, puik• Then as we see in the proof of the above lemma, the proper transformatioxx
uRder w of eack irredgcible compeRent of Ari(M), ls a ratioRa} curve with the seif-
intersection number O. Hence there exists a fibration V : Xtw --. Pi with a fiber F satisfying

(Ai o to)(FT) = M and Ei,, Ei,, ..,, Ei, are sectiorms ofÅë•

  PrepesitieR l6. ffC is a RoB-singufar irreducibie quaitic curve, the" X has exacSly
126 fibrations.

   ProoÅí Let Åë ; X --. Pi be a fibration oR X and }et }7 be a fiher of ip. TheR M := Ai(F')

consists of a smooth conic taxxgent to C of even Qrder er twe bitangents of C, by the above

lemma. in the former case, F is a non-singular rational curve with the self-intersection
number O. In the latter case, F consist$ of two rational curves with the self--intersection
mamber --2 crgssiRg eack otker at apoiRt. Ok tke cthey l}ane, xÅqX) == lg. Uence ip has
exactly six fibers whose images under Ai consist of two bitungents of C. Since there exist,
28 bitangents of C, we see by Proposition 13 that X has 2(228)/6 rt 126 fibrations. rm

   Propesition 17. ffC is an irreducible quartic curve with a node as sjnguiarfties, then
X has exactly 60 fibrations.

   PreeÅí Let ip be a 6bratioxx eB X. Thei} by Lemma l5, if tke lmage AKjl7) imdey Ai of
a fiber F of ip passes through the node pi of C, then it consists of two lines passing through

pi and tangent to C of even order at another point (or tangent to one branch of O of order

3 at the node pD. Let L} and L2 be such lines. {]hen the pull-backs of Li under Ai consist
of two irreducible cempenents, we denote by L3• the proper traitsfermatiolt of which ufider
zv. Then we easiiy see that EiL,Å}• = f"i Li = 1, (Li )2 xe -1 and GL2' -- LfL2' = O.
Hence there exist four fibrations on X-"  each of which has one of Ei+Lt +Li Ei+Lt+Li,
Ei +Lf -}- Lg aRd .Il7i +LT -}- L2- as a fiber. 1[ikerefore, there exist exact}y feiir fibratioRs ip

on X with a fiber F satisfying ip(F) =: Li + L2. 0n the other hand, we see by the Plifker

formulas that there exist six lines passirag through the node pi of C and tangent to C at
another point (or tangent to one branch of C of erder 3 at pui). Hence we see that X ha$

  Proposition 18. IfC is an irreducible quartic curve with two nodes as sillg"ularities,

theR X has exactly 26 gbiaticRs.

Proof. Let L be the line passing through the two nodes of C. We easily see that
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there exist two fibrations ip on X with a fiber F satisfying Ai(F) = L. We also see as
in the proof of the above proposition that the number of the other fibrations is equal to

   Example 2. Let C be the quartic curve on P2 defined by z,` + z,2z? + z,2z,2 - z?z,2 -- O.

Then C has two nodes at (O, 1,O) and (O, O, 1). Four of 13 pairs of fibrations on a double

covering of P2 ramifying along C are obtained by the holomorphic maps defined by

(2z,2 + z? + z,2, -z? + 2Aziz2 - z,2, z? +2aziz2 + z,2), (v'Ez,2, -z,2 + z?, z62 - z,2),
((1 Å} th)z,2 + z?, zozi - z2, - (Vlli Å} 1)v[lllzoz2 + (vGii Å} 1)V=:iJziz2,

                               zozi + z? + (Vii Å} 1) vTrzoz2 + (V2 Å} 1)V=iziz2).

   Proposition 19. lfC is an irreducible quartic curve with three nodes as singularities,

then X has exactly 8 fibrations.

   Proof. Let L3 (resp. L2) be the line passing through pi and p2 (resp. pi and p3). Then
we easily see that there exist two fibrations ip on X with a fiber F satisfying Ai(F) = L3

(resp. L2). The number of the other fibrations on X is equal to 4, because there exist

two lines passing through the node pi and tangent to C of even order. D

   Example 3. Let C be the quartic curve on P2 defined by zo2z?+z?z,2 +z3zo2 -- O. Then

C has three nodes at (1,O,O), (O,1,O), (O,O,1) and four bitangent (zo Å}zi Å}z2). Four
pairs of the fibrations on a double covering of P2 ramifying along C are obtained by the
holomorphic maps pi : P2 - P2, where pai == (zo2, -zo2-z?, zo2+z22), pa2 = (ziz2, zo2, z?+z22),

pa3 = (z2zo, z?, z22 +zo2) and p4 -- (zozi, z,2, zo2 +z?). The pull-backs (z,2 +z,2), (z,2 +z,2) and

(z?+z,2) under pai oftangents (wi), (w2) and (2wo+wi-w2) ofthe conic (2 :== (w3+wiw2)
consist of two lines both of which cross C only at the nodes (O,O, 1), (O, 1,O) and (1,O, O),

respectively. Those of other tangents of Q consist of a smooth conic. wnile, the pull-
backs under va of tangents (2ivo -wi +w2) and (2wo +wi -w2) of the conic Q consist of
the two bitangents (zo Å} .7.i Å} z2) and (zo Å} zi 1 z2), respectively, that of (wi) consists of

the line passing through the two node (O, 1, O) and (O, O, 1) of C, and that of (iv2) consists

of two lines crossing C at the node (1,O, O).

   We can prove the following proposition in a way similar to that in the proof of the
above propositions, noting the fact that for a point p on a non-singular cubic curve Q
there exist four Iines passing through p and tangent to Q at another point or tangent to

Q of order 3 at p.

   Proposition 20. If C consists of a non--singular cubic curve (resp. a cubic curve
with a node) and a line crossing each other at 3 points, then X has exactly 24 (resp. 6)

fibrations.

  Example 4. Let pa : P2 - P2 be the holomorphic map defined by

(.7.o2 - 2ozi + z? + or2z22, -zo2 + 2pzozi - p2z? - All4p2zoz2 - orZiziz2,

                                      z62 - 2p5zo.-.il + p4z12 + Ae/4p4zoz2 + e/Alzlz2),
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where p = exp(2T"/6). Then the pull-back under pa of the conic (wg + wiw2) consists
of the non-singular cubic curve (zo3 + zi + z23) and the line (z2). That of the tangent
(wi) (resp. (w2), (2wo + pwi - p5u;2)) of (wg + wiw2) consists of two lines (zo - pzi) and
(zo - pzi + ,e14p2z2) (resp. (zo - p5zi) and (zo - p5zi + A314p4z2), (zo + zi + ,el4p2z2) and

(zo + zi + ielZ[p`z2)). These two lines a[re tangent to (z,3 + z? + z,3) and pass through the

point (p,1,O) (resp. (p5,1,O), (-1,1,O)), at which (z,3 + z? + z,3) and (z2) intersect.

   In the case that f is the product of two quadratics qi and q2, we can write explicitly the

holomorphic map pa in Theorem 2. If there exist two linear equations li and l2 satisfying

(*) qi - q2 = lil2 and (qi) n (q2) n (li) n (l2) == to,

then p'(wo2 + wiw2) = (qiq2), where pa : P2 -- P2 is the holomorphic map defined by
(qi + q2, -l?, l22). In the following cases, if we replace qi and q2 by their suitable constant

multiplications, then there exist linea[r equations li and l2 satisfying (*).

   (i) In the case that two quadrics (qi) and (q2) intersect each other at four points pi,
p2, p3 and p4, let li (resp. t2) be a defining equation of the Iine passing through the two

points pi and p2 (resp. p3 and p4). Here we assume that if (qi) or (q2) consists of two
lines, pi and p2 (resp. p3 and p4) are not on one and the same line. Hence there exist
one, two or three pairs {li, l2} satisfying (*), accordingly as (qiq2) consists of four lines, a

conic and two Iines or two conics.
   (ii) In the case that (qiq2) consists of a conic Q and two lines Li, L2 intersecting at

a point p, Iet ti be a defining equation of the tangent of Q at p, and let l2 be that of the

line passing through the intersection points of (? with Li and L2.
   (iii) In the case that (qiq2) consists of two conics tangent at a point pi and crossing

each other at two points p2, p3, Iet li be a defining equation of the tangent of the two
conics at p, and let l2 be that of the line passing through the intersection points p2, p3.

(i) "
                  l2 ll tl                                     l2 qi
                         q

q .........-- ql
                                      .".--"" . q2
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   (iv) In the case that (qiq2) consists of two conics tangent at two points pi and pu2, let

li and l2 be defining equations of the tangents of the two conics at pi and p2, respectively.
   On the other hand, if pa:P2 -+ P2 is the holomorphic map defined by (go,gi,g2) for
quadratics go, gi and g2 sati$fying f = go2 +gig2 and (go) n (gi) n (g2) = Åë, then the
pull-back Q under pa of a generic tangent of the conic (wg + wiw2) is a conic tangent to
C = (f) at four points. in particulai, if f is the product, of two quadratics qi and g2, then

{[2 is taRgei}t to eacb of (g" axxd (G2) at two pgikts. Corversely, we kave:

   Propositien 21. Let {? be a conic tangent to each of two quadrics (gD alld (g2) at two
points. Then there exist linear equations li and l2 satisfying (*) and Q is the pull-back
of the tangent (2wo + wi - w2) of the conic (uJg + wiw2) under the holomorphic rnap
pa : P2 - P2 defined by (qi + q2, -lr, l22), if we replace q], arad q2 by their certain constant

Jtiultiplications.

   ProoÅí Let ll (resp. IS) be a defining equation of the line passing through the two
tangential points of Q and (gi) (resp. (g2)). Then we may assume that Q is defined by
qi - (Sl)2 = g (resp. q2 - (g5)2 : g), replacing gl (resp. g6) by its coRstaRt mu}tiplicatioxx.

Moregver, we may assgme that gi - (gl)2 =- g2 - (SD2, replacing g2 aRd j5 by theif cokstaRt

multiplicatigns. 'I'hexx ;i : xe ll -i- j5 alld g2 := il - l6 satisfy (*) aBd 9 ls defiRed by

   Corollary 22. Thenttn]be)r ofthe fibrations on X is equal to 6, 2, 4, 2 or 2, accordingly
as cr consists of two conics crossing each other at four points, two conics tangent to each

other at two points, a conic and two lines in a general position, a conic and two lines
intersecting at a point or four lines in a general position.

   Assume that (gig2) comsist$ of four lines with at }east one trip}e poiRt, a conic and

twe liBes with adeast eRe taxxgent peing or two cekic$ tangent to each gtkey of order 3
or 4 &t a peiRt. Tkeit there eo xxet exist gi altd g2 sagi$fying (*). Hexce tkere do kot exist
Åqltuadratics ge, gi aBd s2 sati$fying f = gg +gig2, by the above propesitioR.

4 Fibrations on Z4-coverings of P2
quartic curve$

ramifying along

Let, A : Y -År P2 be a Z4-covering ramifying along a quartic curve C and let a be a
generator of Ga}(Y/P2). Here we note that if C is irreducible or consists of an irreducible

cubic eurve aRd a }ine, theii Z4--coverings of P2 Tamifyiitg aleRg C are ttnique ttp to
lsorcerphisms, becagse ffiÅqP2 X C, Z) = Z4 gr Z (see Propesikox l.3 iR Ckapter 4 cf [l]).

Theg Y is bike}emoyphic to ehe hypers#rface iB P3 defu}ed by z34 -f(zc, k7i, z2) -- e, where

f is a defii}ing equation of C. While if C con$ists ef four }ines, t,wo lines and a conic our two

conics, then there exist at leamst two isomorphism classes of Z4-coverings of P2 ramifying

along C. Throughout the rest, of this section, we assume that the ramification index of
A along each irreducible component of C is equa! to 4, Assume that Y has a fibration
ip : Y - Pi and let F be a fiber of ip. Then we see as in the proof of Lemma 11 that
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ffF is kot

each point
left (resp.

a fiber ef di. Moreover, a2F is a fiber of ip, if aitd oBly if Åëo ff2 ==

on A-i(C) is a f})ced point of o2. In the case that q6oa2 --• ip (resp.

right) of the following commutative diagrams holds, by Theorem 2.

ip, because

 S ip), the

             X !-, Plxpl
             SAi i7r
            p2 -El,. p2
Here X nm Y/Åqa2År and A2 : Y - X, Ai
from A. By Theorern 2, the conic
quaxtic curve C (resp. Af'(C)). When C
nu[mber of the fibrations ip satisfying ip o ff2

Corollary 22
fh4 = go4 + gig2, (go) n (gi) fi (g2) == Åë

l we have 6bratioks Åëf Åíe: all I c
{2,4}, then dioa2 xe di. In the other

p=2 and I= {4, 1}), ipi is defined by
Hence pa2 is defiRed by (gggi, f-"2h2 - go2,g?)

   Let di : Y --}

what singular fibers

that C has only xxodes as singularities,

of Y. Here we mote that if Y is
xg - f(zo,zi,z2) == O, then Y has only

and Y is a K3 surface. In the other
curves with the self-intersection number

of b. Theit as we see ig Lemma i5
even order at smooth points,
lines passing through one and th
C. We easi}y $ee that t•he relatleRs in

Lemma i5).

                 (w,2 + wiw2)
                        has
                        = ip7
Assurne that there exist homogenous polynomials go, gi , g2 and h satisfying

                    andp :== deg(gi)/deg(go) E Z. Then by Theorem
                  {l,2,3,4} witk IIi -p. Ifp- 2 aRd if I rm {1,3} or
                   cases, ip-o. cr2 l ip. When p=:Apt1 and f = {4i (resp,
                     (go - fh, gi) (resp• ((go - fh)(go - v` rTrfh),gi).
                        (resp. (g3 + v"lrrlf2h2s2,si)År•
 P} be a fibratieR ek Y satisfying ipoa2 == ip. In the fo}}owiRg, we collsider

     appear oma the fibration ip o ur on Y, restricting ourselves to the case

                       where ucr : Y -" Y is the minimal resolution
                 bkolomorphic to tke hypersurface IR P3 defiRed by
                     ratienal double points of type A3 as simgularities
                     cases, the exceptional set of mu contains rational
                      -4 and 9 is a rational surface. Let F be a fiber

                  that A(F) coitsists cf a $moetk coi}ic taRgeat to C of

            two lines tangent to C of even order at smooth points, two
               e same node of O or a line passing through two nodes of
                    the following #able ho}d (see the figures fel}owiRg

     y t,2 ex S2tz!l;, ipou2) pl x pl

     tA2 l7r    x 23,. p2
X - P2 are the double coverings induced
   is the image under pai (resp. pa2) of the

  on}y nodes as singularities, we know the
   byProposkiens 16, iZ l8, 19, 2gand

A(F) HowA(F)crossesC typeofwwwi(F)
asmoothconic (2,2,2,2) le

(4,2,2) Il

(4,4) I2

(6,2) II

(8) Ill

twobitangents (2,2),(2,2) I2

(2,2),(4) I3

(4),(4) I4

twolinespassingthreughallodeofC (2,2),Åq2,2) l6

(2,2),(4) Ir

(4),(4) Il

ahnepassslRgtkre#gktwoRedesofC Åq2,2) licrI2

In the second column of the above table (l, m,.,.

L of A(F) is tangent to C of order l at a point

, tn) implies that an irreducible cornponent

,of order m at another point, .,. and of
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order n at another point. In particular, if L is a line passing through a node p of C, then
(2, 2) (resp. (4)) implies that L is tangent to C of order 2 at another point (resp. tangent

to one branch of C of order 3 at the node p). The third row of the above table occurs only

in the cases that C consists of an irreducible quartic curve, an irreducible cubic curve and

a line or a conic and two lines. In the first two cases Y has only rational double points as
singularities. In the last case the node of C which A(I7) pass through, is the intersection

point of the two lines which are irreducible components of C. Then the inverse image of
the node under A, is a rational double point. On the other hand, the fourth row occurs
also in the case that C consists of four Iines or two conics. When Y is biholomorphic to
the hypersurface in P3 defined by z34 - f(zo,zi,z2) = O, the fiber F of di whose image

A(I7) under A is a line passing through two nodes of C, is of type I5. In the other cases,

the inverse images of the two nodes of C which A(F) pass through, may not be rational
double points. Then cv'i(F) is of type I2. If the map "i in the commutative diagram at

the beginning of this section, is defined by relatively simple polynomials, then we see as

in the following examples which in the above table occur.

   Example 5. Let A:Y
(z,` +4+ z,`). Let ip : Y -

three horizontal arrows in th

- P2 be a Z4-covering ramifying along the quartic
Pi be the fibration obtained as the composite of the

e following commutative diagram.

curve
above

 Y/Åqa2År

   i
   P2
(Zo, Zl, Z2)

         PlÅ~pl
            l
           P2
(z,2, z? + Az,2, z?

-
 vt=irz3)

2!,. pl

Note that pa is a finite map with degree 4 ramifying along (wo), (wi Å} w2). The tangents
(w2) and (wi) of the conic (w3 + wiu]2) at the intersection points (O,1,O) and (O,O, 1),

respectively, with the line (wo), pass through the intersection point (1,O,O) of two }ines
(wi Å} w2). The tangents ( F2wo + wi - w2) (resp. ( F2wo + vC'izvi + V=-ilw2)) of the
conic at the in't.ersection points (Å}1,1,-1) (resp. (Å}A,1,1)) with (wi +w2) (resp.
(wi - w2)), paLgs through the intersection point (O,1,1) (resp. (O,1, -1)) of (wo) and
(uJi - w2) (resp, (wi +w2)). Hence the pull-back under pa of each of these six tangents
consists of two lines tangent to (zo4 + zf + z24) of order 4 at a point. Thus we see that Åë
has six singular fibers of type I4. Besides twelve tangents ((zi + wkz)-) (O -Åq •i Åq ]J Åqnt 2,

k == 1, 3, 5 or 7, cv = exp(2TA/8))) of (zo4 + z4i + .7.24) which appeaJr in the above, there

exist sixteen bitangents (zo + vTilkzi + x/=iiz2) (O s k,l s 3), which are tangent to

(zo4 + zt + z24) at two points. Hence by Proposition 14, any fibration 'th on Y satisfying

th o a2 = th except ip, ip o a has at least one singular fiber of type I2 or I3.

   Example 6. Let pai and p2 be as in Example 3. Then we see as in the above example
that the fibrations induced from pai have three singular fibers of type IS, and those induced

from pa2 have two singular fibers of type Ir2 and four singular fibers of type I2. (The pull-
backs (4ziz2 Å} 4zo2 F z? F z,2) under pa2 of the tangents (4wo Å} 4wi F w2) of (wg + wiw2)

at (2, Fl, Å}4) are smooth conics tangent to C of order 4 at two points.)
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